
Wardens of Light, Isis Channeled Message via Dana Livoti

The trajectory that is before you Sacred Ones, is one of 
grand transformation. The transformation in the lessons 
that are awakening now deep within the core of your 
knowing. 

It is Isis. I am here with you Dear Bringers of Light. You 
have beckoned me and I am here rising within your 
hearts, rising within your wombs. The wombs of 
creation, the wombs of the awareness of the strength of 
who you All are. The strength that lies within the wombs 
of woman. 

We need at this time to bring forth the wisdom of the 
ancient owl medicine, the medicine of the divine light 
that lies within your embodiment, the embodiment that is 
felt when you connect to this eternal sacred light; the 
light of the moon that is illuminating her power. 

At this time, Sacred Ones, begin to feel yourselves 
rooting and securing into her hearth, her warmth, her 
deep knowing, as she sits gleaming her light upon you 
All, illuminating the treads of encircled karmic patterning. 

She looks to her Warden’s light, the Wardens of Light 
to soar down into your realities and bring understanding 
to what is in need of transformation. Take heed now into 
the breath of the Wardens of Light, the Owl medicine, 
feeling into your owl’s message, feel into your owl’s 
calling, the truth that is spoken now by the owl is that 



sacredness of what is necessitating change, upheaval, 
growth, and expansion. 

Deep within your wombs Sacred Ones, lies the power, 
the strength, and the fortitude to call forth timelines that 
are worn, shackled, and strangled in veiled light that are 
wanting to be seen. The shadow of karmic patterning is 
rising now into the awareness of your being. It is through 
your being, the sensations that you feel within your 
wombs that are beckoning you to heed their calling now. 

Sacred Ones, these timelines that are wanting your 
focus are the timelines of masked comfort, to veiled 
security, of falsehoods in a a sense, they are the 
conditioned treads that you have become accustomed 
to, the trappings of false security. 

Take heed in the illumination of our Sacred Mother, the 
divine magic of the Moon’s light to illuminate the shadow 
and allow for the rise of newness to emerge. Take heed 
of your Owl’s message to walk freely into a new path, 
into the light that has no harbored, no controlled treads. 

For you see Beloved Ones, as you walk into the light of 
the unveiled moon with your owl by your side you begin 
to slowly turn and see the footprints of timelines past, 
beginning to merge into the light as you look forward into 
the new rising, the becoming of You surefooted in her 
own breath, her own light, the security of her own being. 



For the solace that she seeks, she knows is found within 
within the hearth of her womb, the pulsation of her heart 
and that divine light that reflects from her being. She 
knows that she is All, that she is Divine, that she is 
fearless, as she walks steadfast into the light rooting her 
new becoming. 

What is it Sacred Ones that you are holding within the 
chests that are locked and buried in your wombs, that 
you have been karmically holding onto for millennia? 
Open the chest, take inventory, see its contents through 
the eyes of your Owl’s wisdom, 
give them to your Sacred Owl to take flight, 
and disperse of them into the night sky where Mother 
Moon will illuminate them, transmute their shadows and 
merge them back into the light, allowing your chests to 
be clean, empty, and free, 

As you set them aside, and walk unabashedly free, 
clean, and whole, into the becoming of You. 

It is Isis. 


